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Abstract

We develop necessary and sufficient conditions for quadratic stabilizability of linear networked control systems by dynamic
output feedback and communication protocols. These conditions are used to develop a computationally tractable design for
simultaneous synthesis of controllers and protocols in terms of matrix inequalities. The obtained protocols do not require
knowledge of controller and plant states but only of the discrepancies between current and the most recently transmitted
values of nodes’ signals, and are implementable on control area networks. We demonstrate on a batch reactor example that
our design guarantees quadratic stability with a significantly smaller network bandwidth than previously available designs.
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1 Introduction

In networked control systems (NCSs), a controller and
spatially distributed sensors/actuators are grouped into
network nodes and communicate by exchanging packet-
based messages via a network. NCSs have several advan-
tages over the classical control systems, such as reduced
installation and maintenance costs, and are thus of large
practical interest. However, NCSs require novel control
designs to account for effects of the network’s presence
in the closed-loop. For example, depending on the level
of congestion and noise, packets transmitted over the
network are subject to variable delay and/or may be
lost during a transmission, see for example [1] and refer-
ences therein. Second, the network introduces quantiza-
tion errors in signals transmitted over it due to a finite
length of packets, see [2] and references therein. Finally,
the network induces communication constraints because
only one node per transmission is allowed to transmit its
packet. We focus on this aspect of NCSs in this paper.

The communication constraints raise the issue of com-
munication scheduling among the nodes. Algorithms for
communication scheduling are referred to as protocols,
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and are divided in the literature into static and dy-
namic protocols. In a static protocol, such as round
robin (RR), the network transmissions are periodically
assigned to nodes in some prefixed order, see for example
[3]-[5]. In contrast, dynamic protocols assign the trans-
missions to nodes based on the values of system states.
One such protocol is Try-Once-Discard (TOD) protocol
[6]-[9] which assigns a transmission to the node with the
largest weighted discrepancy between the current and
the most recently transmitted value of node’s signals.
Throughout of this paper we call these discrepancies the
network induced errors.

We follow the approach to modelling of NCSs under
the communication constraints introduced by Walsh et
al. [6]-[9]. They assume that a stabilizing controller for
the plant in absence of the communication constraints
is known, and treat the constraints as a perturbation of
the closed-loop system. It is shown that stability of the
closed-loop system is preserved in presence of the com-
munication constraints if the transmission interval (TI)
within which the network successfully transmits packets
is sufficiently small. The longest such TI that ensures
stability is called the maximum allowable transmission
interval (MATI), and it is inversely proportional to the
network bandwidth. Inspired by the sampled-data litera-
ture, we refer to this approach to control design for NCSs
as the emulation approach. The emulation approach is
applicable to linear [6] and nonlinear [7] plants, as well as,
to different protocols. Moreover, it enables independent
controller and protocol synthesis, thus reducing design
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complexity. Its possible drawback is that the obtained
MATI estimates may be small, that is, the estimated
network bandwidth to ensure stability may be large.

Significant improvement of MATI estimates via the em-
ulation approach is achieved in [10]-[12]. A class of GAS
protocols is introduced in [10]-[11] and it is shown that
both RR and TOD protocols belong to this class. A novel
model of NCSs is then developed and used to prove that if
the closed-loop system without the communication con-
straints is Lp stable with respect to disturbances, then
Lp stability is preserved with the communication con-
straints for sufficiently small MATIs. MATI bounds that
guarantee stability of NCSs in [6]-[12] are computed by
analyzing a family of closed-loop systems parameterized
by MATI. It is analytically shown on an example in [10]-
[11] that for the same controller TOD protocols lead to
larger MATI bounds than RR protocols. Moreover, it
was observed both in experiments and simulations that
(for the same controller and TI) TOD protocols provide
better performance than RR protocols [6]-[9].

We depart from the emulation approach, and for a given
linear time-invariant (LTI) plant and fixed TI derive nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for existence of a LTI
dynamic output feedback controller and a protocol that
ensure quadratic stability (QS) of the resulting LNCS.
Using our conditions we provide an algorithm for simul-
taneous design of controllers and protocols. The obtained
protocols belong to the class of TOD protocols imply-
ing that a LNCS is quadratically stabilizable for a given
LTI controller if and only if for this controller there exist
weights such that the corresponding TOD protocol ren-
ders it QS. Our approach further motivates use of TOD
protocols, and provides tools for computing weights in
TOD protocols as a function of plant parameters and TI.

In our design we only consider protocols that depend
on the network induced errors, but not on the controller
and/or plant states. With such information constraints
we ensure that the obtained protocols are implementable
on control area networks (CANs) [6]-[9]. These con-
straints represent the key difference between our and
other methods for design of dynamic protocols in the
literature [13]-[16]. To address them we introduce the
concept of weak partial state control Lyapunov functions
(WPSCLFs) that can be utilized in other nonlinear
control problems with partial state information.

In Section 2 we derive a model of linear NCSs (LNCSs).
The notion of WPSCLFs is introduced in Section 3 and
used in Section 4 to derive the necessary and sufficient
conditions for quadratic stabilizability of LNCSs. Based
on these conditions in Section 5 we develop an algorithm
for simultaneous controller-protocol design, and consider
the implementation issues of the designed protocols in
Section 6. We illustrate our design in Section 7 on a
linearized model of a batch reactor and compare the
obtained MATI bounds with MATI bounds in [6,10].
Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.

2 NCS Model

We consider LNCSs that consist of a continuous-time
(CT) LTI plant and a discrete-time (DT) LTI controller
interconnected via a network. We follow the approach in
[10] and model a LNCS as a hybrid system with jumps.
We decompose it into a continuous subsystem that gov-
erns the evolution between the network transmissions
and a jump subsystem that governs the jumps in its
states due to the transmissions. To focus on the effects
of communication scheduling, we assume that the trans-
missions are instantaneous, the communication channel
is noiseless, and that there are no dropouts. Moreover,
we let the transmissions occur at equidistant instants,
ti , (i− 1)T , in which case the constant T can be inter-
preted as TI. We use two-dimensional time arguments
(t, i) in our LNCS model, where the first argument de-
notes continuous time t ≥ 0, while the second argument
denotes the total number of jumps, i ∈ N. For more de-
tails on this formalism see [17].

The continuous and jump subsystems are given by

τ ∈ [0, T ]





ẋp = Apxp + Bpû,

ẋc = 0,

˙̂y = 0,

˙̂u = 0,

τ̇ = 1,

(1)

τ ∈ [T,∞]





x+
p = xp,

x+
c = Acxc + Bc (Πy ŷ + (I −Πy)y) ,

ŷ+ = Πy ŷ + (I −Πy)y,

û+ = Πuû + (I −Πu)u,

τ+ = 0,

(2)

respectively, where y = Cpxp and u = Ccxc + Dcŷ. The
fifth line in (1) and (2) represents the timer whose vari-
able τ determines which subsystem is currently active by
measuring time since the last transmission. While τ ≤ T
continuous subsystem (1) is active, while when τ ≥ T
the next transmission occurs, that is, jump subsystem
(2) is active.

The first lines in (1) and (2) describe respectively con-
tinuous and jump evolution of the plant, where xp ∈ Rn

p
are its states, y ∈ Rm is its measured output, and û ∈ Rr

is its control input. The plant is equipped with ny sen-
sors and nu actuators grouped into respectively ly and
lu nodes, ly ≤ ny, lu ≤ nu, l , ly + lu, based on their
physical proximity. For simplicity we assume that node
j ∈ {1, . . . , l} , Nl contains either sensors or actuators
but not both, and without loss of generality we let nodes
j ∈ Nly contain sensors and nodes j + ly, j ∈ Nlu , con-
tain actuators. We denote the output components mea-
sured in node j ∈ Nly with yj ∈ Rmj ,

∑
j mj = m,
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y = [yT
1 . . . yT

ly
]T , and input components governing actu-

ators in node ly + j, j ∈ Nlu , with ûj ∈ Rrj ,
∑

j rj = r,
û = [ûT

1 . . . ûT
lu

]T .

The second lines in (1) and (2) describe continuous and
jump evolution of the controller L, where xc ∈ Rnc are
its states, ŷ ∈ Rm is its input and u ∈ Rr is its out-
put. Controller input ŷ and output u are partitioned
analogously to the partition of plant output y and in-
put û, ŷ = [ŷT

1 . . . ŷT
ly

]T , ŷj ∈ Rmj , u = [uT
1 . . . uT

lu
]T ,

uj ∈ Rrj . We assume that the number of controller states
nc is given and consider controllers L parameterized by
matrices Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc which are to be computed, that
is, L ∈ Lnc

, {(Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc) : Ac ∈ Rnc×nc , Bc ∈
Rnc×m, Cc ∈ Rr×nc , Dc ∈ Rr×m}.

Communication between the sensors and actuators, and
the controller is via the network. At each transmission
we assume that exactly one node sends/receives the cur-
rent value of its signals. The communication constraints
induce a mismatch between plant’s and controller’s in-
puts and outputs which is governed by the third and
forth lines in (1) and (2). Namely, ŷ and û represent
the most recent versions of plant and controller output,
y and u respectively, transmitted via the network. The
decision which node is to transmit is specified by the di-
agonal matrix Π , diag{Πy, Πu} which belongs to the
set Π ∈ P , {Π1, . . . , Πl}, where

Πj = diag{Πyj , Πuj}
= diag{(1− δ(j − 1))Im1 , . . . , (1− δ(j − l))Irlu

},

and δ : N ∪ {0} → {0, 1} is Kronecker delta function.
Suppose that at (ti, i− 1) node j? ∈ Nly is assigned the
ith transmission. Then Π = Πj? and controller input
component ŷj?(ti, i) is set to the current value of plant
output component yj?(ti, i − 1), while the other con-
troller/plant input components are kept constant. Anal-
ogously, if j? ∈ {ly + 1, . . . , l}, then plant input com-
ponent ûj?(ti, i) is set to the current value of controller
output component uj?(ti, i− 1).

By substituting the network induced errors

e(t, i) ,
[

ey(t, i)

eu(t, i)

]
,

[
ŷ(t, i)− y(t, i)

û(t, i)− u(t, i)

]
(3)

into LNCS (1)-(2), we derive the network-induced
DT model that relates the states X , [xT eT ]T ,
[xT

p xT
c eT

y eT
u ]T at the instants (ti, i− 1) and (ti+1, i)

[
x+

e+

]
=

[
AT BT

CT (I −AT ) I − CT BT

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Â

[
I 0

0 Π̃

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Π̂

[
x

e

]
, (4)

where X , X(ti, i − 1), X+ , X(ti+1, i), Ad = eApT ,
Bd =

∫ T

0
eAptdtBp, Cd = Cp, and

AT ,
[

Ad + BdDcCd BdCc

BcCd Ac

]
, CT ,

[
Cd 0

0 Cc

]
,

BT ,
[

BdDc Bd

Bc 0

]
, Π̃ ,

[
Πy 0

Dc(I −Πy) Πu

]
.

While the plant matrices Ad, Bd, Cd are known, the con-
troller matrices Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc are assumed to be un-
known (unless the opposite is explicitly stated) and are
to be designed. We treat the matrix Π = diag{Πy,Πu}
as a control input and refer to an algorithm based on
which it takes values in the set P as a protocol. We only
consider protocols that depend on the network induced
errors e, Π : Rr+m → P.

Remark 1 Solutions of LNCS (4) and LNCS (1)-(2)
from the same initial conditions X(0) do not necessar-
ily coincide at instants (ti, i − 1), i ∈ N, due to a pos-
sible initial discrepancy. Namely, the solutions of LNCS
(4) first jump at (t1, 0), which is described by multipli-
cation with matrix Π̂, and then flow during the interval
[t1, t2], which is described by multiplication with matrix
Â. In contrast, if τ(0) < T the solutions of LNCS (1)-
(2) first flow according to (1) and then jump according
to (2). However, stability of LNCS (1)-(2) is uniquely
determined by stability of DT LNCS (4), see [18]. ¤

3 Partial State Control Lyapunov Functions

We introduce weak partial state control Lyapunov func-
tions (WPSCLFs) which represent an extension of the
control Lyapunov functions [19]-[20] to the case of par-
tial state feedback stabilization and demonstrate their
usefulness on protocol synthesis for NCSs. The motiva-
tion to use WPSCLFs for protocol synthesis stems from
the fact that a protocol is implementable on CANs if it
does not depend on plant or controller states, but only
on the network induced errors [6]-[9].

We consider a DT system

x+
1 = f1(x1, x2, u), x , [xT

1 xT
2 ]T ∈ Rn1 × Rn2 ,

x+
2 = f2(x1, x2, u), u ∈ U ,

(5)

where the set of input constraints U and C0 functions
f1, f2 : Rn1 × Rn2 × U → Rn1 are such that origin xe ,
[0 0] is an equilibrium of system (5), that is, there exists
u0 ∈ U such that f1(0, 0, u0) = 0 and f2(0, 0, u0) = 0.

Definition 1 A C0 function V : Rn1 × Rn2 → R+ is a
WPSCLF for system (5) with respect to (wrt) states x2

if there exist functions αV
1 , αV

2 , αV
3 ∈ K∞ such that
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• ∀x, αV
1 (‖x‖) ≤ V (x1, x2) ≤ αV

2 (‖x‖),
• ∀x2, ∃u(x2) ∈ U , such that supx1

∆V (x1, x2, u(x2)) ≤
−αV

3 (‖x2‖), where ∆V (x1, x2, u) , V (x+
1 , x+

2 ) −
V (x1, x2). ¥

Existence of a WPSCLF implies existence of a partial
state feedback law u = σ(x2), σ : Rn2 → U , that renders
xe globally stable (GS) for system (5). For example, any
feedback law satisfying

σ(x2) ∈ {u ∈ U : sup
x1

∆V (x1, x2, u) ≤ −αV
3 (‖x2‖)}, (6)

renders xe GS, while if the infimum over the set U is
achieved then feedback law (6) can be replaced by

σ(x2) = arg min
u

sup
x1

∆V (x1, x2, u). (7)

However, existence of a WPSCLF for system (5) does not
in general imply existence of a partial state feedback law
that renders xe globally asymptotically stable (GAS), as
shown in Example 1.

Example 1 Consider the second order system

x+
1 = x1, x+

2 = 2x2 + u, x1, x2, u ∈ R, (8)

which is neither stabilizable nor detectable from x2.
Thus, there does not exist a feedback law that renders
xe GAS. However, a function V (x1, x2) = x2

1 + x2
2 is a

WPSCLF for system (8), since

∆V (x1, x2, u) = (2x2 + u)2 − x2
2,

infu supx1
∆V (x1, x2, u) = −x2

2.

We note that partial state feedback law (7) derived from
V (x1, x2) is σ(x2) = −2x2 and renders xe GS. ¤

Example 1 reveals the necessity of detectability of states
x1 from states x2 for existence of a partial state feedback
law that renders origin xe GAS for system (5). Instead of
imposing this detectability property directly on system
(5), we require existence of an additional detectability
function (DF) whose increments along solutions of sys-
tem (5) contain a negative definite term and a possibly
positive term in the known states x2 and control u.

Definition 2 A function W : Rn1 × Rn2 → R+ is a
DF for system (5) wrt states x1 if there exist functions
αW

1 , αW
2 , αW

3 ∈ K∞, and a C0 function γ : Rn2×U → R,
γ(0, u0) = 0, such that ∀x ∈ Rn1+n2 and ∀u ∈ U

• αW
1 (‖x‖) ≤ W (x1, x2) ≤ αW

2 (‖x‖),
• ∆W (x1, x2, u) ≤ −αW

3 (‖x‖) + γ(x2, u). ¥

Lemma 1 Suppose that

(1) system (5) possesses a WPSCLF V wrt states x2,
(2) system (5) possesses a DF W wrt states x1,
(3) there exists a function γ̃ ∈ K∞ such that feedback

law (6) satisfies γ(x2, σ(x2)) ≤ γ̃(‖x2‖),
(4) lim sup‖x2‖→∞

γ̃(‖x2‖)
αV

3 (‖x2‖) < ∞.

Then there exists a Lyapunov function Ṽ : Rn1 ×Rn2 →
R+ and functions αṼ

1 , αṼ
2 , αṼ

3 ∈ K∞ such that ∀x,

I. αṼ
1 (‖x‖) ≤ Ṽ (x1, x2) ≤ αṼ

2 (‖x‖),
II. ∆Ṽ (x1, x2, σ(x2)) ≤ −αṼ

3 (‖x‖).

Consequently, feedback law (6) renders origin xe GAS for
system (5). Moreover, if the functions V , W and their
bounds αV

i , αW
i are quadratic then so is the function Ṽ

and its bounds αṼ
i , i = 1, 2, 3, and the condition d) is

automatically satisfied.

Proof: The conditions 2 and 3 imply output-to-state
stability (OSS) of system (5)-(6), [21]. Then combining
OSS, the conditions 1 and 4, and Corollary 5.1 in [22],
the claim of Lemma 1 follows. If the appropriate infimum
is achieved, Lemma 1 is also true for feedback law (7)
under the same conditions. ¥

Remark 2 Feedback laws (6) and (7) may not be con-
tinuous due to taking the supremum over a noncompact
set Rn1 and possibly finite cardinality of the set U . Such
continuity is typically assumed in similar situations [23],
but instead we require a weaker property in the condi-
tion 3 of Lemma 1. This condition holds, for example,
when feedback laws (6) and (7) are continuous or when
the set U is finite. ¤

Remark 3 We recently become aware that the notion
of output CLFs, closely related to the notion of WP-
SCLFs, was introduced in [23] and used to obtain the
necessary conditions for output feedback stabilization of
continuous time nonlinear systems affine in control. ¤

4 Conditions for Protocol Quadratic Stabiliz-
ability of LNCSs

We now utilize WPSCLFs for design of protocols solely
dependent on the network induced errors. We consider
LTI plants and controllers, and are interested in QS of
the resulting LNCS. Moreover, the number of elements
in the set of input constraints P for protocol is equal to
the number of network nodes. For this case we strengthen
Lemma 1 and show that existence of a quadratic WP-
SCLF is the necessary and sufficient condition for QS of
LNCS (4). Since WPSCLFs in this case achieve inf-sup
in Definition 1, they are thus replaced with min-max.

Definition 3 LNCS (4) is quadratically stable (QS) if
for a given controller L ∈ Lnc and protocol Π = Ω(e),
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Ω : Rm+r → P, there exists a matrix P = PT > 0 such
that the Lyapunov function

V (x, e) = XT PX ,
[

x

e

]T [
P̂11 P̂12

P̂T
12 P̂22

][
x

e

]
, (9)

satisfies ∀X = [xT eT ]T 6= [0 0]T

∆V (x, e, Ω(e)) = XT (Π̂T (e)QΠ̂(e)− P )X < 0, (10)

where

Q , ÂT PÂ =

[
Q̂11 Q̂12

Q̂T
12 Q̂22

]
,
Π̂(e) , Π̂|Π=Ω(e)

Π̃(e) , Π̃|Π=Ω(e)

.

LNCS (4) is protocol quadratically stabilizable (pQS) if
for a given controller L ∈ Lnc there exists a function
Ω : Rm+r → P, such that LNCS (4) with the proto-
col Π = Ω(e) is QS. LNCS (4) is protocol and controller
quadratically stabilizable (pcQS) if there exists a con-
troller L ∈ Lnc such that LNCS (4) is pQS. ¥

Theorem 1 LNCS (4) is pQS for a given controller L ∈
Lnc if and only if (iff) there exists a matrix P = PT > 0
such that corresponding quadratic function (9) is a WP-
SCLF. Then the protocol

Ω?(e) = arg min
Π

max
x

∆V (x, e, Π), (11)

renders LNCS (4) QS.

Proof: Suppose that LNCS (4) is pQS. Then there ex-
ist a matrix P = PT > 0 and a protocol Ω : Rm+r → P
such that function (9) satisfies condition (10) for all
X = [xT eT ]T 6= 0. Since ∆V (x, e, Ω(e)) is a nega-
tive quadratic function of states x it has a unique max-
imum in x. Then ∆V (x, e, Ω(e)) < 0 holds ∀X 6= 0
iff maxx ∆V (x, e, Ω(e)) < 0. Consequently, Lyapunov
function (9) is a WPSCLF for LNCS (4).

Suppose that for the matrix P function (9) is a WPSCLF
for LNCS (4). We show that in this case the condition 1
of Lemma 1 implies the conditions 2-4 of Lemma 1. We
use two observations. First, quadratic function (9) is a
WPSCLF for LNCS (4) iff the quadratic function

V (x, e) ,
[

x

e

]T [
P̂11 −P̂12

−P̂T
12 P̂22

][
x

e

]
, (12)

is a WPSCLF as well, since maxx ∆V (x, e, Π) =
maxx ∆V (x, e, Π). Second, condition (10) implies

Q̂11 < P̂11, which for WPSCLFs (9) and (12) respec-
tively amounts to

AT
T P̂11AT + (I −AT )T CT

T P̂T
22CT (I −AT )

+AT
T P̂12CT (I −AT ) + (I −AT )T CT

T P̂T
12AT < P̂11,

AT
T P̂11AT + (I −AT )T CT

T P̂T
22CT (I −AT )

−AT
T P̂12CT (I −AT )− (I −AT )T CT

T P̂T
12AT < P̂11.

Adding these inequalities we get a Lyapunov inequality

AT
T P̂11AT − P̂11 < −Z ≤ 0, (13)

where Z , (I −AT )T CT
T P̂T

22CT (I −AT ), which implies
that the matrix AT is Schur. Now there are multiple
ways to construct a DF for LNCS (4) in terms of WP-
SCLF (9). For example, it can be shown that the func-
tion W (x, e) , xT P̂11x + eT P̂22e is one such DF, since
it satisfies

∆W (x, e, Π) ≤ −1
2
zm‖X‖2 + (Π̃e)T GΠ̃e,

for suitably defined constant zm > 0 and matrix G =
GT > 0. Then the condition 2 in Lemma 1 holds with
γ(e,Π) = (Π̃e)T GΠ̃e. Since the set P is finite the con-
dition 3 holds independently of the protocol, γ(e,Π) ≤
γ̃(‖e‖) , g?‖e‖2, g? , maxΠ∈P ‖Π̃T GΠ̃‖. The condition
4 is automatically satisfied because all bounding func-
tions are quadratic. Hence, protocol (11), which corre-
sponds to feedback law (7) in this case, renders LNCS
(4) QS, that is, LNCS (4) is pQS. ¥

Remark 4 Given a controller L ∈ Lnc , it follows from
Theorem 1 that the necessary and sufficient condition for
pQS of LNCS (4) is the existence of a matrix P = PT > 0
for which corresponding function (9) and TOD protocol
(11) along solutions of LNCS (4) satisfy

∀e 6= 0, max
x

∆V (x, e, Ω?(e)) < 0. (14)

Condition (14) can thus be viewed as a characterization
of WPSCLFs induced by their parametrization via the
matrix P . Note that the class of TOD protocols (11) is
natural when the goal is QS of LNCS (4). Namely, if QS
can not be achieved via a protocol from this class then
no other protocol independent of plant and controller
states (such as a RR protocol) can achieve QS. ¤

Inequality (13) implies that LNCS (4) can be rendered
QS by protocol (11) only if the controller L renders the
plant QS without the network, that is, only if the matrix
AT is Schur. This is a consequence of constraining pro-
tocol (11) to depend only on the network induced errors.

Corollary 1 Let a controller L ∈ Lnc in LNCS (4) be
given. Then LNCS (4) is pQS only if the matrix AT is
Schur.
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Remark 5 Synthesis of protocols by utilizing CLFs has
already been proposed in [15]. In [15], however, the con-
structed protocols depend on the plant states, and the
presence of network induced errors is avoided by setting
to zero all actuator and controller inputs which can not
be updated due to the communication constraints. ¤

Computation of a matrix P for which corresponding
function (9) is a WPSCLF for LNCS (4), that is, which
satisfies (14) is not tractable since it involves pointwise
minimization of l quadratic functions dependent on the
matrix P , see (11). We avoid this pointwise minimiza-
tion by introducing a more flexible parametrization of
WPSCLFs that leads to a more tractable computation.
To that end we introduce sets Sj , j ∈ Nl,

Sj , {e : eT (Ĥ(Πj , S)− Ĥ(Πk, S))e ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ Nl},

Ĥ(Π, S) ,
[

H11(Π, S) H12(Π,S)
HT

12(Π, S) H22(Π,S)

]
,

H11(Π, S) , ΠyS1Πy + ΠyS2 + ST
2 Πy,

H12(Π, S) , ΠyST
3 Πu + ΠyST

4 + ST
5 Πu,

H22(Π, S) , ΠuS6Πu + ΠuS7 + ST
7 Πu,

(15)

parameterized by a collection of matrices S ∈M , {S =
(S1, . . . , S7) : S1, S2 ∈ Rm×m, S1 = ST

1 , S3, S4, S5 ∈
Rm×r, S6, S7 ∈ Rr×r, S6 = ST

6 }. Note that sets defined
in (15) satisfy ∪l

j=1Sj = Rm+r.

Theorem 2 LNCS (4) is a pQS for a given controller
L ∈ Lnc iff there exist a matrix P = PT > 0 and a
collection of matrices S ∈M such that ∀j ∈ Nl quadratic
function (9) and sets (15) satisfy

∀e ∈ Sj , e 6= 0, max
x

∆V (x, e, Πj) < 0. (16)

Then the protocol

ΩS(e) = arg min
Π

eT Ĥ(Π, S)e (17)

renders LNCS (4) QS.

Proof: The sufficiency is a straightforward consequence
of Definition 3 and ∪l

j=1Sj = Rm+r, and we only show
the necessity. Suppose that LNCS (4) is pQS. From The-
orem 1 it follows that LNCS (4) possesses a quadratic
WPSCLF (9) defined by a matrix P , and protocol (11)
renders LNCS (4) QS, that is, condition (14) holds.

Let S?
j , {e : maxx ∆V (x, e, Πj) ≤ maxx ∆V (x, e, Πk),

∀k ∈ Nl}, j ∈ Nl, be the set of network induced errors
for which the minimum of Π ∈ P in (11) is equal to Πj .
By maximizing function ∆V (x, e, Π) wrt to x in (10),
these sets can be written as S?

j = {e : eT (Ĥ(Πj , S?) −

Ĥ(Πk, S?))e ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ Nl}, where explicit dependence
of the matrix collection S? in (15) on the plant matrices
Ad, Bd, Cd, the matrix P and the controller L is given
in the Appendix. Using sets S?

j protocol (11) can be
represented by Ω?(e) = Πj? , for e ∈ S?

j . Combining this
expression with (14) we deduce that condition (16) holds
for the matrix P and the collection S?.

Note that protocol (17) renders LNCS (4) QS since
∀j ∈ Nl and ∀e ∈ Sj it holds that maxx ∆V (x, e, Πj) =
maxx ∆V (x, e, ΩS(e)) < 0. ¥

We note that intersection of sets Sj may not be empty,
since they may have a common boundary. For e ∈ Sj ∩
Sk, j 6= k, protocol (17) does not uniquely assign a trans-
mission. We avoid this ambiguity by assigning the trans-
mission to the node with the smallest identifier j? whose
set Sj? contains the current network induced error e,
ΩS(e) = Πj? where j? = min{j : e ∈ Sj}. The same
issue arises for all protocols designed here and they are
always implemented in conjunction with this rule, even
if this is not explicitly stated.

5 Conditions for pcQS of LNCSs

Using Theorem 2 in this Section we derive sufficient con-
ditions for pcQS of LNCS (4) in terms of matrix inequal-
ities (MIs).

Corollary 2 LNCS (4) is pcQS if there exist a matrix
P = PT > 0, a controller L ∈ Lnc , a collection of
matrices S ∈M, and parameters τjk ≥ 0, j, k ∈ Nl, such
that ∀j ∈ Nl


 P +

∑l
k=1 τjk

(
H̃(Πj , S)− H̃(Πk, S)

)
?

PÂj P


 > 0, (18)

where H̃(Πj , S) , diag{0, Ĥ(Πj ,S)}, and Âj ,
ÂΠ̂|Π=Πj . The resulting protocol is then given by (17).

Proof: From Theorem 2 and Definition 3 we conclude
that LNCS (4) is pcQS iff there exists a controller L ∈
Lnc , a matrix P = PT > 0, and a collection S ∈ M
for which condition (16) holds. Applying then the S-
procedure [24] on (16), we get that existence of param-
eters τjk ≥ 0, j, k ∈ Nl, such that

maxx ∆V (x, e, Πj)−∑l
k=1 τjkeT

(
Ĥ(Πj , S)− Ĥ(Πk, S)

)
e < 0,

(19)

holds for ∀j ∈ Nl, ∀x 6= 0, and ∀e 6= 0, implies pcQS of
LNCS (4). Suppressing the dependence on e, and apply-
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ing the Schur complement [24], we get

eT (Q̂12Π̃j − P̂12)T (P̂11 − Q̂11)−1(Q̂12Π̃j − P̂12)e+

eT (Π̃T
j Q̂22Π̃j − P̂22)e−

∑l
k=1 τjkeT

(
Ĥ(Πj , S)−

Ĥ(Πk, S)
)

e < 0 ⇔
Π̂T

j QΠ̂j − P −∑l
k=1 τjk

(
H̃(Πj , S)− H̃(Πk, S)

)
=

ÂT
j PÂj − P −∑l

k=1 τjk

(
H̃(Πj ,S)− H̃(Πk,S)

)
< 0.

Applying again the Schur complement on the above in-
equality, the claim of Corollary 2 follows. We note that
application of the S-procedure leads to the loss of neces-
sity of condition (18) for pcQS of LNCS (4), except in
the special case when l = 2. ¥

We now show that there is no loss of generality in re-
stricting the controller L to be in the observable canon-
ical form, that is, L ∈ L̃nc , {L̃ ∈ Lnc : Cc = [Ir 0]}.
Note that in that case matrices Âj , j ∈ Nl, are linear
functions of unknown controller matrices Ac, Bc, Dc.

Corollary 3 Let nc ≥ r. Then there exist a matrix P =
PT > 0, controller L ∈ Lnc , a collection S ∈ M, and
parameters τjk ≥ 0, k, j ∈ Nl for which MI (18) holds iff
for the same collection S and parameters τjk, there exist
a matrix PT = PT

T > 0 and a controller L̃ ∈ L̃nc for
which MI (18) holds.

Proof: We define T̂ , diag{Inp , T, Im+r}, where the
matrix T ∈ Rnc×nc is nonsingular. Multiplying MI (18)
from the right with the nonsingular matrix diag{T̂ , T̂},
and from the left with its transpose, we get that it is
equivalent to the following inequality

[
T̂T (P +

∑
k τjk(H̃(Πj ,S)− H̃(Πk, S)))T̂ ?

T̂T PÂj T̂ T̂T PT̂

]
=

[
PT +

∑
k τjk(H̃(Πj ,S)− H̃(Πk, S)) ?

PT T̂−1Âj T̂ PT

]
> 0

where PT , T̂T PT̂ , since T̂T H̃(Πj ,S)T̂ = H̃(Πj , S).
The matrix ÂTj , T̂−1Âj T̂ is equal to

ÂTj =




Ad + BdDcCd BdC̃c

B̃cCd Ãc

Cd(I −Ad −BdDcCd) −CdBdC̃c

−C̃cB̃cCd C̃c(I − Ãc)

BdDc BdΠuj

B̃dΠyj 0

Πyj − CdBdDc −CdBdΠuj

Dc(I −Πyj)− C̃cB̃cΠyj Πuj




where Ãc , T−1AcT , B̃c , T−1Bc and C̃c = CcT .
Thus, there exist a matrix P , a controller L =
(Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc), a collection S, and parameters τjk for
which MI (18) holds, iff MI (18) holds for the matrix
PT , the controller L̃ = (T−1AcT, T−1Bc, CcT,Dc) =
(Ãc, B̃c, C̃c, Dc), and the same collection S and pa-
rameters τjk. By selecting the matrix T to satisfy
C̃c = CcT = [Ir 0], we have that L̃ ∈ L̃nc

and the claim
of Corollary 3 follows. We note that such matrix T exists
if the matrix Cc has full row rank, which is only possi-
ble if the number of controller states nc is not smaller
then the number of its outputs r, nc ≥ r. However, our
results apply to the static output feedback case, nc = 0,
in which case the second row and column in the matrix
ÂTj are omitted and the matrix C̃c is set to zero. ¥

Since matrices Âj , j ∈ Nl are linear functions of the
unknown controller matrices, Ac, Bc, Dc, sufficient con-
dition (18) for pcQS of LNCS (4) represents a bilinear
matrix inequality (BMI) in the variables P = PT > 0,
L̃ = (Ac, Bc, Dc) ∈ L̃nc , S ∈ M, and τjk ≥ 0, due to
products τjk(H̃(Πj , S)− H̃(Πk, S)) and PÂj . There ex-
ist several algorithms in the literature for solving BMIs
[25]-[27], but their computational complexity is larger
than complexity of LMI algorithms. Moreover, the abil-
ity to solve BMIs often depends on the initial guess
of the variables. We solve BMI (18) by modifying the
algorithm in [27] that relies on linearizing a BMI, and
solving a sequence of the corresponding LMIs whose
solution converges to the solution of the original BMI.

Linearized BMI Algorithm (LBMIA)

S1: Select the number of controller states nc ≥ r, 0 <
δa ¿ 1, and 0 < ε ¿ 1. Set initial controller matrices to
zero, L̃0 = (0, 0, 0) ∈ L̃nc , P 0 = I, S0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈M,
and τ0

jk = 1. Compute Â0
j , Âj(L̃0), a0 = maxj ‖Â0

j‖,
and H̃(Πj , S0), j, k ∈ Nl.

S2: Solve the LMI problem in variables δP = δPT , δL =
(δAc, δBc, δDc) ∈ L̃nc , δS = (δS1, . . . , δS7) ∈ M, δτjk,
j, k ∈ Nl,

P i + δP > 0, ‖δP‖ ≤
√

bi, ‖δÂj‖ ≤
√

bi,

τ i
jk + δτjk ≥ 0, ‖δτjk‖ ≤

√
bi

l−1 ,

‖H̃(Πj , δS)− H̃(Πk, δS)‖ ≤
√

bi

l−1 ,[
κi(P i + δP ) + W i

j ?

P i(δÂj + Âi
j) + δP Âi

j P i + δP

]
> εI, j ∈ Nl,

(20)

where bi = 1
2ε+κi−1, κi = 1+(ai−δa)2 for ai ≥ δa and

κi = 1 for ai < δ, W i
j ,

∑l
k=1((τ

i
jk + δτjk)(H̃(Πj ,Si)−
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H̃(Πk, Si))+τ i
jk(H̃(Πj , δS)−H̃(Πk, δS))), Âi

j , Âj(L̃i),

δÂj ,




BdδDcCd 0 BdδDc 0

δBcCd δAc δBcΠyj 0

−CdBdδDcCd 0 −CdBdδDc 0

−CcδBcCd −CcδAc δZj 0




,

and δZj , δDc(I −Πyj)− CcδBcΠyj .

S3: Stop iterating if the LMI problem in S2 is not feasible.
Otherwise, let ai+1 = ai − δa, P i+1 = P i + δP , Âi+1

j =
Âi

j + δÂj , τ i+1
jk = τ i

jk + δτjk, and Si+1 = Si + δS (where
the last addition is component-wise). Set i := i+1. Stop
if ai < 0, otherwise go to S2.

Remark 6 The parameter κi represents a measure of
instability of LNCS (4) with the controller L̃i. We ini-
tially set κ0 to the value which corresponds to instability
level of uncontrolled LNCS (4) and in each iteration we
update the controller to reduce this level with the ulti-
mate goal of achieving κi = 1. If this is achieved we say
that the LMBIA terminates successfully. Note that κ0 is
chosen such that the LMIs in S2 are feasible for δÂj = 0.

Norms of variables in LMI problem (20) are bounded by
a function of κi and the parameter ε to ensure that the
linearization of original BMI (18) is valid for κi ≈ 1. It
can be shown that if the LMBIA terminates successfully,
that is, if LMIs (20) are feasible for κi = 1 then BMIs
(18) are feasible for matrix P i + δP , controller L̃i + δL̃,
matrices Si + δS, and parameters τ i

jk + δτjk. ¤

Remark 7 The LMBIA is sensitive to the choice of the
initial condition for the matrix P 0. Through extensive
computation we observed that P 0 = I performs well.
For successful termination of the LBMIA it is beneficial
to select small δa, but this increases the computational
effort for design of controllers and protocols. ¤

6 Implementation Issues

Here we discuss implementation issues of protocol (17).
In NCSs implemented via control area network the nodes
exchange packets that consist of a header used by the
network to rout a packet and a data field containing the
current value of nodes’ signals. At each transmission all
nodes simultaneously attempt to transmit their packets.
The network compares the transmission priorities, de-
noted by TP (e, j), j ∈ Nl, in packets headers’, assigns
the transmission to the node whose packet has the high-
est priority, and disables transmissions of all other nodes.
Thus, protocol (17) can be implemented by manipulat-
ing transmission priorities as proposed in [6]-[9]. In so
far, we assumed that each node has the knowledge of all

networked induced errors but not of plant and/or con-
troller states. Then protocol (17) can be implemented
by setting the transmission priorities to

TP (e, j) = p(e)− eT Ĥ(Πj , S)e, (21)

where p : Rm+r → R is any function of the network
induced errors independent of the matrix Π. Note that
the node selected by arg maxj TP (e, j) coincides with
the node selected by protocol (17).

However, there are NCSs in which node j can only rely
on its own network induced error ej to compute its trans-
mission priority, where e = [eT

1 . . . eT
l ]T . Then TP (e, j)

defined by (21) can not be computed at node j. For such
NCSs we impose a particular structure of the matrix Ĥ
and select the function p(e) such that TP (e, j) in (21)
only depends on ej . Namely, by setting

Ĥ(Π,Q) , Πdiag{Q1, . . . , Ql}Π, p(e) , eT Ĥ(I,Q)e,

where Q ∈ Q = {(Q1, . . . , Ql) : Qj = QT
j > 0}, formula

(21) reduces to TP (e, j) = eT
j Qjej , which can be com-

puted at node j with available signals.

Corollary 4 LNCS (4) is pcQS if there exist a matrix
P = PT > 0, a controller L̃ ∈ L̃nc , a collection of
matrices Q ∈ Q, and parameters τjk ≥ 0, j, k ∈ Nl, such
that ∀j ∈ Nl,


 P +

∑l
k=1 τjk

(
H̃(Πj ,Q)− H̃(Πk,Q)

)
?

PÂj P


 > 0.

To implement the resulting protocol

Π = Πj? , j? = arg max
j∈Nl

eT
j Qjej , (22)

node j only requires its own network induced error ej.

Besides a different dependance of matrix H̃ on protocol
parameters, Q ∈ Q instead of S ∈ M, no other changes
of the LBMIA are required.

Remark 8 In some situations it may be useful to be-
forehand fix protocol (22), that is, matrices Q? ∈ Q.
That simplifies the computation in S2 of the LBMIA, be-
cause it makes the term

∑
k τjk(H̃(Πj ,Q?)−H̃(Πk,Q?))

linear in the variables. Then S2 can be replaced with Ŝ2.

Ŝ2: Solve the LMI problem in decision variables δP , δL̃ ∈
L̃nc , τjk, j, k ∈ Nl,

P i + δP > 0, τjk ≥ 0, ‖δP‖ ≤
√

bi, ‖δÂj‖ ≤
√

bi,[
κi(P i + δP ) + Wj ?

P i(δÂj + Âi
j) + δP Âi

j P i + δP

]
> εI, j ∈ Nl,
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where Wj ,
∑l

k=1 τjk

(
H̃(Πj ,Q?)− H̃(Πk,Q?)

)
. ¤

7 Case Study: Batch Reactor

We illustrate the LMBIA on a linearized batch reactor
model considered in [6,10]

ẋp = Apxp + Bpû, y = Cpxp, (23)

where xp ∈ R4, û, y ∈ R2, and

Ap =




1.38 −0.208 6.715 −5.676

−0.581 −4.29 0 0.675

1.067 4.273 −6.654 5.893

0.048 4.273 1.343 −2.104




,

BT
p =

[
0 5.679 1.136 1.136

0 0 −3.146 0

]
, Cp =

[
1 0 1 −1

0 1 0 0

]
.

The eigenvalues of matrix Ap are λ1 = 1.991, λ2 = 0.063,
λ3 = −5.065, and λ4 = −8.666, hence batch reactor
(23) is unstable. Our goal is to design controllers and
protocols which allow that the TI be as large as possi-
ble, hence reducing the required network bandwidth. We
start with T 0 = 0.01s, k = 0, and compute the discrete
time model of batch reactor (23)

x+
p = Ad(T k)xp + Bd(T k)û, yp = Cpxp, (24)

where Ad(T k) , eApT k

and Bd(T k) ,
∫ T k

0
eAptdtBp.

If the LBMIA successfully terminates for discrete time
plant (24) specified by T k, then in the next iteration,
k := k + 1, we increment TI for a fixed amount, T k :=
T k−1 + δT and repeat the above procedure. We expect
that there exists a critical value T ? of TI beyond which
the LBMIA fails to terminate successfully. This value of
TI is interpreted as a MATI bound and its existence is
verified by numeric computation.

We consider two scenarios. In the first scenario the net-
work has two nodes, l = 2, each containing a sensor mea-
suring one output component, while the controller is lo-
cated in vicinity of the actuators. Then the set of proto-
col matrices is given by P2 = {diag{0, 1}, diag{1, 0}}. In
the second scenario the network has an additional node,
l = 3, which contains two actuators governing the con-
trol inputs. Then the set of protocol matrices is given by
P3 = {diag{0, 1, 1, 1}, diag{1, 0, 1, 1},diag{1, 1, 0, 0}}.
The purpose of the first scenario is to compare MATI
bounds obtained via the LMBIA with MATI bounds in
the literature, while the purpose of the second scenario
is to illustrate the influence of increasing the number of
network nodes on MATI bounds.

Table 1
Batch reactor: Comparison of MATI bounds for different
controllers and protocols

Controller Protocol l MATI Bound [s]

(25) RR 2 [6]: 10−5

(25) TOD 2 [6]: 10−5

(25) RR 2 [10]: 0.0082

(25) TOD 2 [10]: 0.01

LBMIA: via S3 S ∈M 2 0.75

LBMIA: via S3 Q ∈ Q 2 0.75

LBMIA: via Ŝ3 fixed Q? ∈ Q 2 0.81

LBMIA: via S3 S ∈M 3 0.067

LBMIA: via S3 Q ∈ Q 3 0.061

LBMIA: via Ŝ3 fixed Q? ∈ Q 3 0.033

For comparison we use MATI bounds obtained in [6,10]
using the emulation approach. (For a short description of
the emulation approach and its differences with respect
to our approach see Section 1.) Controller proposed in
[6,10] to globally exponentially stabilize reactor (23) in
absence of the communication constraints is given by

ẋc = Accxc + Bccŷ, u = Cccxc + Dccŷ, (25)

where Acc = diag{0, 0}, Ccc = diag{−2, 8}, and

Bcc =

[
0 1

1 0

]
, Dcc = −

[
0 2

−5 0

]
.

With the LBMIA we compute controllers with the same
number of states as controller (25), nc = 2, and inves-
tigate the effect of different protocols on MATI bounds.
We consider protocols obtained by: a) computing S ∈
M, b) computing Q ∈ Q, c) beforehand fixing Q? ∈ Q.
For the case c) we select the parameters Q? = diag{1, 1}
for l = 2, and Q? = diag{1, 1, I2} for l = 3, that cor-
respond to the original TOD protocol, and we modify
the LBMIA by replacing S3 with Ŝ3, see Remark 9. The
values of the remaining parameters in the LMBIA are:
ε = 0.001, δa = 0.04 and δT = 0.01 for l = 2, and
δa = 0.01 and δT = 0.001 for l = 3. The obtained MATI
bounds are summarized in Table 1.

In the first scenario the obtained MATI bounds are 75
times larger than the MATI bounds obtained in [10] and
7500 times than the MATI bounds obtained in [6]. It
can be shown that in this scenario both protocol param-
eterizations, S ∈ M and Q ∈ Q, are equivalent, hence
the resulting MATI bounds are equal. It is however sur-
prising that the largest MATI bound is obtained in the
case c) for a beforehand fixed protocol. We believe that
this is a consequence of a simpler computation in Ŝ3 ver-
sus S3, and on the other hand, comparable degrees of
freedom in this scenario for the cases a), b), and c). In
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the second scenario the obtained MATI bounds are sig-
nificantly smaller due to the presence of an additional
network induced error. In contrast to the first scenario,
the largest MATI bound here is obtained with the most
general protocol parametrization S ∈M.

Remark 9 We assumed in this paper that the data re-
ceived from the network is buffered in each node, which
is described by ˙̂y = 0 and ˙̂u = 0 in (1). We expect that
a significant increase in MATI bounds can be achieved
by using dynamic predictors for ŷ and û in each node, so
that nodes have better estimates of current values of y(t)
and u(t). In other words, we think that there is a trade-
off between the required network bandwidth to stabilize
the NCS and computational capabilities of the network
nodes. Similar observation was made in [28]. ¤

In Figs. 1-2 we show the typical closed-loop behavior of
reactor (23) in the first and the second scenario respec-
tively, for T = 0.03s, initial conditions [xT

p (0) xT
c (0)]T =

[2 0 0 0 0 0]T , û(0) = [0 0]T , ŷ(0) = [0 0]T and con-
troller and protocol designed via the LBMIA. Due to the
space limitation we only give the controller and protocol
in the first scenario for case a). The resulting controller
L = (Ac, Bc, Dc) ∈ L̃2 is

Ac =

[
−0.0346 −0.0013

−0.0014 0.002

]
, Bc =

[
0.2399 −0.7612

0.0123 0.0202

]
,

Dc =

[
0.149 −0.307

1.7847 1.5501

]
,

while the resulting protocol is ΩS(e) = Π1 if e ∈ S1 =
{e : eT diag{−0.959, 1.216}e ≤ 0}, and ΩS(e) = Π2 if
e ∈ S2 = {e : eT diag{−0.959, 1.216}e ≥ 0}.
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Fig. 1. Input and output trajectories of reactor (23) in the
first scenario: a) S ∈M, b) Q ∈ Q, c) fixed Q? ∈ Q.

Through our extensive simulations of batch reactor (23)
with different protocols and controllers, we observed that
for the same TI the closed-loop trajectories converge
faster to the origin in the first scenario, while the level
of control signals is lower in the second scenario. This
suggests that increasing the number of network nodes in
a NCS, results in its slower response due to reduction of
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Fig. 2. Input and output trajectories of reactor (23) in the
second scenario: a) S ∈M, b) Q ∈ Q, c) fixed Q? ∈ Q.

the resulting controller gain, making it thus more sensi-
tive to disturbances.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we considered LNCSs in which the network
transmissions are assigned via TOD protocols that de-
pend on the network induced errors but not on controller
and/or plant states. We derived the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for protocol quadratic stabilizability of
LNCSs via such protocols by utilizing weak partial state
control Lyapunov functions. Using the obtained condi-
tions we provided sufficient conditions for protocol and
controller quadratic stabilizability of LNCSs in terms of
BMIs. Applying the path-following method for solving
BMIs, we developed a computationally tractable algo-
rithm for simultaneous controller and protocol design
that relies on solving a sequence of LMIs. Finally, we il-
lustrated our design on a linearized model of a batch re-
actor and showed that the designed controllers and pro-
tocols guarantee QS with significantly smaller network
bandwidth than required with previous designs.

9 Appendix

Here we give dependence of the collection of matrices
S? = (S?

1 , . . . , S?
7 ) on the plant matrices Ad, Bd, Cd, con-

troller matrices L = (Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc) ∈ Lnc and the ma-
trix P used in the proof of Theorem 2. We first refine the
partitions of matrices P and Q = ÂT PÂ by introducing

P̂11 , P11, P̂T
12 ,

[
PT

12

PT
13

]
, P̂22 ,

[
P22 P23

PT
23 P33

]
,

Q̂11 , Q11, Q̂T
12 ,

[
QT

12

QT
13

]
, Q̂22 ,

[
Q22 Q23

QT
23 Q33

]
,

where P11, Q11 ∈ Rn×n, P12, Q12 ∈ Rn×m, P13, Q13 ∈
Rn×r, P22, Q22 ∈ Rm×m, P23, Q23 ∈ Rm×r, P33, Q33 ∈
Rr×r, and n , np + nc. Then the matrices S?

j , j ∈ N7,
are given by

S?
1 = QT

12(P11 −Q11)−1Q12 −QT
12(P11 −Q11)−1Q13Dc
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−DT
c QT

13(P11 −Q11)−1Q12 −DT
c Q23 −Q23Dc

+ DT
c QT

13(P11 −Q11)−1Q13Dc + Q22 + DT
c Q33Dc,

S?
2 = Q23Dc −DT

c Q33Dc + QT
12(P11 −Q11)−1Q13Dc

+ DT
c QT

13(P11 −Q11)−1P12 −QT
12(P11 −Q11)−1P12

−DT
c QT

13(P11 −Q11)−1Q13Dc,

S?
3 = QT

23 −Q33Dc + QT
13(P11 −Q11)−1Q12

−QT
13(P11 −Q11)−1Q13Dc,

S?
4 = PT

13(P11 −Q11)−1Q13Dc − PT
13(P11 −Q11)−1Q12,

S?
5 = QT

13(P11 −Q11)−1Q13Dc −QT
13(P11 −Q11)−1P12

+ Q33Dc,

S?
6 = Q33 + QT

13(P11 −Q11)−1Q13,

S?
7 =−QT

13(P11 −Q11)−1P13.
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